Editorial: Access to justice?
A VMA Medical & LegalJournal AVMA has been a great supporter of this government's expressed aim to increase access to justice.
We became involved in the clinical negligence side ofLord W oolfs inquiry and played our part in securing new procedures, most of which addressed the problems for claimants that had concerned us for years ---delay, lack of openness and cost. With only a few exceptions, we applauded the new rules that were introduced. We· were involved in the working group of the Clinical Disputes Forum (CDF) that produced the Pre-action Protocol, and were delighted when the LCD adopted that protocol, which, again, makes litigation in this area fairer for all parties.
We even supported most of the moves to modernize the Legal Aid System. Of course, we opposed the proposal to remove Legal Aid from clinical negligence but, once we had succeeded in that battle, we could see much good in the restriction of clinical negligence to specialist solicitors; in the encouragement of solicitors to consider the complaints procedure where appropriate; in the attempts to ensure that hopeless caseswere not litigated, something that is almost as damaging to a patient or their family as being unable to litigate a good case; and in the involvement of AVMA in the screening of cases to ensure that good cases were not rejected.
Of course, there were aspects of the Legal Aid changes that we were unhappy with: the refusal-save in exceptional circumstances-of public funding for claims for less than £5000; the insistence that the complaints procedure be used when it was entirely inappropriate; and the application of commercial cost/benefit tests in an area which, just like the NHS, is a service to which everyone should have a right. By and large, however, it seemed to us that the government was concerned at least as much about access to justice as about cost to the Treasury.
There have, unfortunately, been three recent developments that have shaken that perception and lead us to pose the question, 'What is really on the government's agenda?'
The first is in relation to public funding eligibility. The initial attack on clinical negligence came surreptitiously in April this year. Without any real consultation, and certainly without any notification to AVMA, the government sneaked in a change to the capital qualification for Legal Aid in clinical negligence. Until then, personal injury cases, which ofcourse included clinical negligence, had a higher capital qualification than other litigation. In other litigation, if a claimant had capital in excessof£6750 he/she did not qualify for Legal Aid; however, for personal injury and clinical negligence, this figure was £8560. Using the excuse that personal injury was no longer within the Legal Aid Scheme and clinical negligence was not seen as a priority area, the government reduced the capital allowance to that which applied in other litigation. Without notice, and without parliamentary scrutiny, a number of ordinary people were taken out of the scope ofLegal Aid.
The second attack appears in the latest consultation paper on the Funding Code. Some years ago, the previous government decided that the value of a claimant's home should be taken into account when calculating eligibility for Legal Aid. The implication of this was that anyone who owned their own home would have to sell or mortgage it to fund their claim. The reaction to this was so strong that the government had to compromise by excluding the first £100000 of equity in the home; this meant that most ordinary homeowners would still qualify for Legal Aid.
This government now proposes in its consultation paper that the amount of disregard should be reduced to £3000. Effectively, this would remove virtually every homeowner from qualifying for Legal Aid. The only concession they make is a pretty worthless one: they do not want anyone to be forced to sell their home, so they will postpone payment of the costs until the house is sold; in the meantime, however, they will have to pay the commercial rate of interest.
This time the government uses as its justification the fact that the whole thrust of its Legal Aid changes, under the aegis of the Community Legal Service, is to target resources to those most in need. Everyone accepts that the results ofa medical accident can bedevastating. As the Chief Medical Officer has now exposed the fact that the number of victims of medical accidents could be in excess of 850 000 annually, to remove Legal Aid from all but those on income support is hardly targeting those most in need. It is a sad reflection that it was a Labour government that introduced a Legal Aid System that truly was a giant leap for access to justice as well as the envy of the world, and it is a Labour government that is prepared to all but demolish it.
The second development that greatly concerns us is the proposals of the Legal Services Commission (LSC) for costs in high-cost cases. These proposals place such a burden on solicitors conducting clinical negligence litigation that we have been told by more than one leader in the field that he is considering giving up clinical negligence work. The fact that only those who are specialistscan now undertake publicly funded work does not seem to stop the LSC, no doubt under pressure from the government, from bringing in more and more time-consuming, bureaucratic measures which almost seem calculated to drive good lawyers out of the clinical negligence field.
What we suspect is that all these actions are an indication of the government's determination to reduce clinical negligence litigation whatever the consequences. Noone will have forgotten the previous Health Secretary's sound bite about 'keeping lawyers out of operating theatres and doctors out of courts'. The third development gives strong support to that theory. I have written before about the proposal by the CDF working group on guidelines for experts to exclude lawyers from experts' meetings (see Editorial, September and November 1999 issues) . Thankfully, the campaign to persuade the working group that such a step was not right was successful. Following very extensive consultation, the Forum voted unanimously that the guidelines on experts meetings should provide for lawyers to attend such meetings unless all parties agreed to the contrary. These guidelines were sent to the LCD, together with a detailed and convincing explanation, drafted by Adrian Whitfield QC (who, prior to the consultation, had been in favour of excluding lawyers), as to why it was necessary to have lawyers present.
Notwithstanding a) the result of the consultation, b) the vote of the Forum, which, we should remind our readers and the LCD, comprises the whole spectrum of those concerned with clinical negligence disputes, and c) the overwhelming support for the guidelines of those patients' organizations involved with the issue, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Lord Chancellor, David Lock, has stated that he supports the rule that lawyers should be discouraged from attending, save in exceptional circumstances. He has told the CDF that he is passing on those views to Lord Justice May, who now has responsibility for approving protocols, practise directions or guidelines.
There is little doubt, as I have said before, that if lawyers are excluded from experts meetings, claimants will be placed at a further disadvantage and fewer claims will succeed. If the LCD can ignore the views of the whole of the CDF, the vast majority of its consultees -who run into thousands -and patients' bodies, it can only mean that the government intends that result.
What can be done about this trend? Insofar as the issue of the family home and eligibility is concerned, as many lawyers, doctors and managers as possible should respond to the consultation paper. We can hope that it is a true consultation, unlike others that have turned out to be a formality, and that numerous strong representations will affect the decision.
Insofar as experts meetings are concerned, AVMA has already written to the LCD explaining our view and that of the patients' lobby. We hope that it will not be necessary to conduct a public campaign. Any presentations that are made may help to avoid that but we would like to hear from those who would be prepared to support such a campaign.
Finally, insofar as the high-eost cases are concerned, all solicitors should get hold ofa copy ofthe consultation paper and respond to it. The paper has only gone to AVMA, the Law Society and the Bar Council. It is up to those bodies to ensure that at least allpanel solicitors get hold of a copy.
Arnold Simanowitz 
PSYCHIATRIC DAMAGE FOLLOWING DEATH Psychiatric consequences in survivors
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Death -the ultimate loss (' ...A greater power than we can contradict'!) -is followed by a mourning process and a grief experience that varies in presentation and duration ranging from a normal grief reaction to gross psychopathology. The threat of death and the witnessing of murder and fatal accidents, on the other hand, are almost universally perceived as severe emotional stressors sufficient to precipitate traumatic stress reactions of moderate to severe intensity. Expression of personal grief and mourning rituals ('public grief) are largely culturally determined, and serve as mechanisms for social cohesion 2 and solidarity. They help the bereaved to continue to contribute to social life and fill in the role of the deceased.f they allow resolution of the grief process by transferring the loss from reality to mem-ory," and they allow the bereaved to overcome the separation anxiety they experience. The grief experience depends on three factors: (a) the balance of psychiatric vulnerability versus resilience; (b) the nature, circumstances and material consequences of the death; and (c) the level of associated severe traumatic stress. Different clusters of psychiatric symptoms arise that can be categorized into different diagnostic entities, although they represent a stepladder progression (or a continuum) of symptoms.
